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Abstract 

Title: Maintenance and Improvement of the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model 

Author: Nicholas Miller 

Advisor: Jean-Paul Pinelli, Ph. D., P.E. 

The Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM) predicts insurance losses due to 

hurricane events. This thesis describes maintenance tasks of the vulnerability component of 

the FPHLM. First, it explores the applicability of recent experimental research to the 

FPHLM opening protection, water intrusion, and roof pressure modeling features of the 

Personal Residential (PR) and Commercial Residential Low-Rise (CR-LR.) models. These 

changes were not implemented because either more experimental data is needed or they 

had no impact on the losses. Next, it discusses an additional update to the CR-LR model 

that changed the soffit area calculations, sampling bounds within the rain model, and water 

infiltration calculations, which collectively resulted in an increase in the model 

vulnerability outputs. Finally, it concludes with a revamping of the cost analysis of the CR-

LR model that accounts for the variation of repair and new construction costs through the 

incorporation of probabilistic component cost sampling. The results show an insignificant 

effect on the overall uncertainty of the model output. The appendices then provide a user 

manual for the FPHLM vulnerability MATLAB routines, as well as a guide to proper use 

of the current versioning software utilized by the team, Tortoise SVN. 
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Chapter 1: 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The threat of hurricanes is an annual topic of interest for the population of Florida that is 

not going to disappear in the foreseeable future. As such, many groups have devoted their 

resources to developing catastrophe models (CAT models) to predict the damage that can 

be expected from any particular hurricane event. CAT models seek to estimate losses 

through a series of sub-models or modules to evaluate a variety of different variables for a 

particular catastrophe.  Typically, these modules include a hazard model, and exposure and 

vulnerability model, and an actuarial model, all combined within a computer platform. 

CAT models can realistically predict losses because they account for various distributions 

of a wide range of variables that affect the total losses resulting from any natural 

catastrophic event. 

Private companies have developed proprietary models used by insurance companies 

interested in predicting hurricane losses. By contrast, a multidisciplinary team of 

researchers from various universities in Florida and outside of the State have developed the 

Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM) as a public model, which means that the 

methodologies and theories that are used in the model are well documented and available 

to view in research publications and other sources. The Florida Office of Insurance 

Regulation (OIR) sponsors the FPHLM, which is an alternative to the proprietary 

catastrophe models.  

The FPHLM, which is also a CAT model, began back in 2001 and has been a continuous, 

collaborative effort ever since. Currently, it includes models for both personal residential 
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(PR), commercial residential low-rise (CR-LR), and commercial residential mid/high-rise 

buildings (CR-MHR). The most recent release of the FPHLM (V6.1) was certified by the 

Florida Commission on Hurricane Loss Projection Methodology (FCHLPM) in June of 

2015 (Florida International University, 2014). This is a biannual process that evaluates the 

maintenance, improvement, and development of the model and verifies that the results 

being produced by the model continue to provide sound conclusions for the insurance 

industry. 

The FPHLM has several components from start to finish. The first component is the 

meteorological component, which analyzes meteorological data that is used by the other 

components of the overall model. The next component is the engineering component, 

which is further divided into a damage subcomponent and a vulnerability subcomponent. 

The damage subcomponent calculates expected building damages due to hurricane 

conditions and the vulnerability subcomponent takes that damage data and converts it into 

expected vulnerabilities for the various types of portfolio possibilities. The last step in the 

process is the actuarial component, which takes the data of the other components and 

insurance portfolio data to generate the expected losses for the portfolio and a particular 

hurricane event. 

1.2 Motivation 

According to the Insurance Information Institute (2016), billions of dollars are at risk when 

hurricanes threaten the state of Florida. This is especially the case for the insurance 

industry, as people must have insurance to get a mortgage. Despite the fact that Florida has 

not had a particularly active hurricane season for almost a full decade now, the need to 

understand hurricanes and predicting their damage is paramount in keeping the Florida 

population safe. Not only does this information help keep people safe, but it also helps 

insurance companies to predict the losses they might incur during a hurricane event so that 

they have adequate resources. As such, this planning is not only vital to the wellbeing of 

the insurance industry in Florida, but is also helpful to the public in ensuring that families 

and businesses are able to return to their normal routines as quickly as possible. Overall, 
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the desired effect of the FPHLM development is to foster a Florida economy that is 

resilient to impending hurricane damage. 

As such, it is necessary to constantly evaluate the FPHLM and improve it according to the 

state of the art. As with any CAT model, the methodologies employed can always be 

improved or expanded upon to increase accuracy. This is especially the case as other 

entities perform research and release results that are relevant to hurricane modeling. For 

example, the release of experimental test results at the Wall of Wind hurricane and wind 

engineering research facility has prompted an evaluation of some of the engineering 

assumptions inside of the FPHLM to ensure that they coincide with the experimental 

results and/or to determine that any such improvements would cause significant change in 

the model outputs. 

Similarly, a probabilistic treatment can replace some deterministic approaches in the 

vulnerability model to improve the estimate of the uncertainty, which will result in more 

informed decisions. There is also sometimes call for changes that will not necessarily 

impact the results of the model, but will improve the operating efficiency of the model, and 

produce obvious benefits, such as reduced computational time or improved ease of user 

operation.  

1.3 Objectives 

The main goal of this thesis is to describe the changes implemented in the FPHLM 

between V6.1 and V6.2. These changes vary in scope across the PR and CR-LR models. 

As such, the specific objectives of the thesis are: 

 Evaluate possible improvements to modeling features such as opening protection, 

water intrusion, and roof pressure coefficients, based on recent experimental 

testing. 
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 Evaluate the impact of minor improvements to the CR-LR vulnerability model, 

including changes in the soffit area calculations, sampling bounds within the rain 

model, and the water infiltration calculations. 

 Replace the existing deterministic attribution of cost to the damage in the CR-LR 

model by a probabilistic model. 

1.4 Scope 

This thesis first introduces the FPHLM through a literature review in Chapter 2, which will 

summarize research that has been published on the PR and CR-LR models. Chapter 3 then 

explores the applicability of recent experimental research to the FPHLM opening 

protection modeling, water intrusion modeling, and roof pressure modeling features. 

Chapter 4 then evaluates changes in the soffit area calculations, sampling bounds within 

the rain model, and water infiltration calculations in the CR-LR model. Next, Chapter 5 

addresses improvement of uncertainty measurement in the CR-LR model through the 

incorporation of probabilistic component cost sampling. Chapter 6 then ends the thesis 

with closing conclusions and recommendations. A variety of appendices are also given that 

provide additional documentation of FPHLM workflow improvement. 
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Chapter 2: 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction  

The Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM) has been an active multidisciplinary 

project since the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation (FOIR) funded it in 2001, so there 

is a host of information available on it. Many recent works have already analyzed much of 

this information, such as the dissertations of Pita (2012) and Johnson (2015), as well as the 

theses of Bell (2013) and Torkian (2008). This thesis will summarize briefly the work of 

these key engineering team contributors, as well as some other important contributions, but 

will largely focus on the information that is pertinent to the subsequent chapters of this 

thesis. 

2.2 Overview of Past Contributions 

Two years after the start of funding for the FPHLM, Zhang (2003) generated the first of 

many theses that would detail the development of the engineering component of the 

FPHLM. At the time, the FPHLM only covered personal residential (PR) and 

manufactured homes. The thesis proposed a component approach to defining the 

vulnerability of the structures modeled and presented a building exposure study to be used 

in conjunction with the component approach to generate vulnerability data (stored in the 

form of matrices) that define the vulnerability of each building model. It also offered a cost 

calculation model to determine the expected cost of hurricane damage for a given year and 

return period or for a particular hurricane. 
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At about the same time, Cope (2004) was working on developing and refining a method to 

simulate the building damages. The damage team for the FPHLM opted to develop and 

utilize a Monte Carlo simulation engine to generate component level damages for 

thousands of simulations at varying hurricane conditions and for multiple building. The 

results were stored in large damage data files (again, in the form of matrices) for use by the 

vulnerability team in determining overall building vulnerabilities, which was a process 

developed and validated by Murphree (2004) and again later by Artiles (2006). These 

damage matrices were also used to develop component vulnerability curves and fragility 

curves. 

The vulnerability curves, whether they are for components or for the overall building, are 

generated from the average damage ratio produced by thousands of simulations at a 

particular 3 second actual terrain wind speed, from 50mph to 250mph, at 5 mph 

increments. Thus the curve plots the average damage ratio on the y-axis and the 

corresponding wind speed on the x-axis. The damage ratio is the percentage of the home or 

component that is damaged, which is assessed in terms of areas or quantities for the case of 

components and is assessed in terms of value for the case of the total building. Similarly, 

fragility curves plot the probability of exceedance for various damage percentages (called 

damage states) on the y-axis and the wind speed on the x-axis. The probabilities are 

constructed by counting the number of the total simulations that exceed the damage state 

represented by the curve and dividing by the total number of simulations performed for the 

component or building. 

The vulnerability data can also be weighted using statistics of building stock data across 

the state of Florida. This is done for cases in which certain characteristics of a building in 

an insurance portfolio are unknown. For example, if all characteristics of the building are 

known except if the building has a hip roof or a gable roof, the vulnerability results can be 

weighted by the percentage of occurrence for each of these characteristics in the county to 

calculate an expected vulnerability. The result can take the form of either a matrix or curve, 

as the curve is derived from the matrix as detailed above. Typically, the FPHLM models 
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utilize a weighting scheme that weights based on roof cover, roof shape, and the presence 

or absence of opening protection, though other weighting schemes can be used. 

The vulnerability programs at the time generated four different types of vulnerability data 

to be used by the insurance team: building, interior, contents, and additional living 

expenses (ALE). Murphree (2004) developed two types of vulnerability matrices for the 

contents and ALE data. The Type 1 matrices store this data with respect to wind speed in 

the same fashion as the building and interior matrices. However, the Type 2 matrices 

rearranged that same data according to the level of structural damage. Neither the fragility 

curves or the type 2 data is used today in the Wind Model for the FPHLM, except for 

purposes of investigation (Bell, 2013). 

Garcia (2004) extended the personal residential model set by investigating various 

mitigation features and their incorporation into the FPHLM. Artiles (2006) expanded the 

mitigation studies and the mitigations are now accounted for through an assignment of a 

strength parameter and a tag to differentiate between base and retrofitted models and has 

also been extended to include modified models that have certain special characteristics that 

make them stronger or weaker (Johnson, 2012). The mitigation models are not only 

utilized in the prediction of hurricane damage by the FPHLM, but have also been used in 

studies that have sought to determine the cost-benefit ratios of various mitigation 

configurations for locales across the state of Florida (Torkian, 2009). 

Balderama (2009) developed the Monte Carlo simulation engine for the Commercial 

Residential Low-Rise (CR-LR) model, as well as the Mid/High-Rise Model (MHR) and 

the damage models were later improved by Weekes (2014). The vulnerability component 

was then developed by Pita (2012) and Johnson (2012) made revisions to the PR model to 

update many of the model’s features to make them similar to the new and more refined 

CR-LR model. Shortly thereafter, Bell (2013) enhanced the CR-LR costing scheme based 

on professional input and performed a study on the effect of the new ASCE 7-10 on 

expected building construction practices for both the CR-LR model and the PR model. 
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Johnson (2015) then updated the interior damage modeling for the CR-LR model to 

account for storm rotation and other important factors. 

2.3 Published Literature 

A variety of literature has become available detailing how tile roof systems perform under 

wind load. The works of Smith (2014), Li et al. (2014), and Tecle (2013) prompted an 

investigation on the implementation of test based damage simulations in the CR-LR model. 

Specifically, the changes were determined to only be valid for the “strong” strength class 

of building models inside the CR-LR model. A preliminary set of results is presented in 

Appendix C. 

Baheru (2014) helped to develop an experimental method to determine the distribution of 

wind driven rain on various scaled models at the Wall of Wind (WoW) testing facility at 

Florida International University in Miami, Florida. The data collected from this 

experimental investigation was expanded to a generic structure (Baheru, 2015), which was 

then used to develop rain admittance and surface runoff parameters in the CR-LR model 

(Johnson, 2015). Johnson detailed the manner in which the corresponding rain admittance 

factors (RAF) and surface runoff coefficients (SRC) were developed and implemented into 

the CR-LR model.  

2.4 Costing Literature 

Several resources were consulted for information regarding variation of cost throughout the 

state of Florida. The intent of this investigation, presented in Chapter 5, is to utilize 

location factors across the state of Florida to implement a CR-LR component cost 

randomization scheme for the state as a whole. Bell (2013) was the last to revise the 

costing structure for the CR-LR model and updated the costs to represent mostly contractor 

and professional input on expected costs for the state. 
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RSMeans (2008) is an industry standard for construction and repair costing. However, 

investigations revealed that the location factors established by RSMeans do not currently 

utilize any cities in the state of Florida to develop the local cost indices (Waier, 2008). 

Further investigation revealed that one cost indexing investigation did utilize several 

Florida cities in its development. The Faith and Gould (F+G) index uses 5 Florida cities 

and 117 other cities across the United States in the development of its indices (US 

Department of Energy, 2011). It also takes into account RSMeans data and other 

proprietary data, along with its own subset of data in the calculation of the indices. 

Before deciding to utilize the F+G indices, it was important to verify if the indices could 

still be considered applicable, given the data is 5 years old at the time of this thesis. 

Consulting a later version of RSMeans (2015) revealed the location factors presented for 

cities in the state of Florida varied by less than 10% on average across the 5-year span. 

Considering the fairly spread, the F+G index was selected for use in the investigation. 
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Chapter 3: 

Shutter Damage and Water Infiltration Maintenance 

3.1 Rationale 

A recent experimental study conducted at the Florida International University’s (FIU’s) 

Wall of Wind (WoW) testing facility (Gan Chowdhury et al., 2009; Mooneghi et al. 2014) 

developed new research and findings that were relevant to both the PR model and the CR-

LR model. Of these findings, the FPHLM team deemed it worthwhile to investigate three 

different changes in modeling. This included evaluations of existing pressure modeling 

systems in the PR model and also evaluations of the shutter modeling features in the CR-

LR model. 

First, the WoW test results provided insight into the potential of reducing roof wind loads 

at building corners through the use of a perforated parapet mitigation feature. The WoW 

test results showed that for low-pitched roofs, this feature offered significant reduction of 

the roof wind load in the corner regions of the building. This makes sense because the 

parapets will slow the air traveling across these regions and thereby decrease suction. 

However, the gable models implemented in the FPHLM assume a 5/12 pitch, whereas 

those in the experiment utilized a 1/12 pitch. In order to justify the application in the 

model, the modeled reductions were lessened to 2/3 the observed values. As such, the 

primary modeled reductions were 20% at windward corners parallel to the ridgeline and 

13% reduction perpendicular to the ridgeline. A secondary and higher set of reductions 

(30% and 25%, respectively) was also modeled for comparison of effect. 

Second, the WoW test results also brought new light to the protecting effect of shutters on 

windows. Currently, the FPHLM does make distinction in the loading of shuttered 
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windows vs. non shuttered windows. The obvious benefit of placing a portion of the real 

wind load on shutters is not modeled as a decrease in pressure, but merely an increase in 

window capacity. This allows for more efficient computation while achieving similar 

results. The current implementation uses an increase in capacity of approximately 15% for 

plywood shutters and approximately 25% for metal shutters. However, the recent results at 

the WoW testing facility indicate that a more appropriate implementation would be 

approximately a 9% increase in capacity for both cases. Notice that the experimental 

results indicate that there is no difference in the increase of capacity offered by metal 

shutters over wood shutters. 

Lastly, the recent WoW test results indicated that the amount of water penetration through 

defects in windows could be significantly reduced with the presence of shutters. Such a 

phenomenon is easily justified by the decrease in pressure that would be driving the water 

into the defects. The FPHLM does not currently take this effect into account, but a simple 

reduction factor was implemented on the amount of rainwater that was calculated to 

penetrate through the defect in order to model the experimentally observed effect. 

3.2 Evaluation of WoW Pressures for the PR Model 

3.2.1 Overview 

The weak north timber gable structure with current FPHLM assumptions (roof and window 

loading) in place was used as the baseline for comparison. This includes runs with no 

shutters, plywood shutters and metal shutters. The model was then run for all possible 

combinations of the modifications. Table 3.1 provides the damage matrix key codes for the 

15 simulations. Each of these codes was assigned a case number (shown in parenthesis) for 

ease of identification. 
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Table 3.1: Modeled Test Cases Based on Experimental WoW Results 

 Roof original* Roof modified 

20/13 load 

reduction 

Roof modified 

30/25 load 

reduction 

no shutters 72020151 (1) 72020152   (6) 72020153 (11) 

Plywood original (15%) 72120151 (2) 72220151   (7) 72320151 (12) 

Metal original (25%) 72120152 (3) 72220152   (8) 72320152 (13) 

Plywood modified (9%) 72120153 (4) 72220153   (9) 72320153 (14) 

Metal modified (9%) 72120154 (5) 72220154 (10) 72320154 (15) 

*Shaded cells represent the baseline cases (no modifications).  
 

The FPHLM generates vulnerability matrices and curves in a two-step process.  First, 

Monte Carlo simulations of external damage produce damage matrices which record the 

physical damage to each component of the building envelope for each simulation (with 

wind speeds varying from 50 to 250 mph in 5 mph increments). This process is executed 

by the University of Florida (UF) team.  Then the damage matrices are processed by the 

FIT team to create overall building vulnerability matrices and vulnerability curves.  For the 

sake of completeness, the entire process is reported in this thesis, but the author was 

directly responsible for the FIT part only. 

Modifications were made to the FPHLM damage programs in the form of reductions to the 

roof loading on the corners of the building to generate the damage matrices for cases 6-15. 

These reductions were only applied to a small portion of the roof surface, specifically the 

corners corresponding to ASCE 7 zone 3. Sheathing panels in the corner zones make up 

only a small portion of the roof sheathing. Further, the aggregate loading on a corner 

sheathing panel is an area weighted average of zone 2 and zone 3 pressure coefficients, as 

the sheathing extends into both zones. 

Modifications were also made to the FPHLM damage programs in the form of adjustments 

to window pressure capacity as a proxy for wind load modification. Adjustments to 

resistance to debris impact damage were not made, as WoW results focused on window 
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vulnerability to pressure overload only. As explained in a previous section, the original 

FPHLM assumes a 15% (plywood) and 25% (metal) reduction in wind loading, while the 

WoW results suggest an adjustment to 9% reduction for both systems. The reductions in 

loading are actually implemented in the model as increases in capacity for the window. 

3.2.2 Pressure Effects on Damage to Components 

This section presents the results from the UF team.  The UF team found that the 

preliminary implementation of the roof load reduction in zone 3 produced very little 

difference in overall loss of roof sheathing and roof cover. Figure 3.1 shows a comparison 

of sheathing loss between the original, 20%/13% reduced, and 30%/25% reduced loads. 

The comparison yields imperceptible differences at normal scale. Note that the compared 

cases shown are cases 1 (base), 6, and 11. This implies shutters were not present in the 

results shown, so as to isolate the effect of just the roof pressure reduction. The percent 

change in the entire sheathing loss is approximately 4% for both reduction cases. 

It is possible that a more refined implementation of the WoW data within the FPHLM 

would produce a more significant reduction. However, the load reduction in the WoW 

results focus on the corner regions only. Thus even an exaggerated 100% reduction in 

loads in the corner load zones would only produce a very small overall reduction in 

sheathing loss. 
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Figure 3.1: Influence of Roof Loaf Modification on Sheathing Damage 

Figure 3.2 shows window damage for the no-shutter, plywood-shutter and metal-shutter 

models. The original model without shutters (case 1), with plywood shutters (case 2) and 

with metal shutters (case 3) are the base cases for comparison. The corresponding modified 

shutter results (labeled “mod”) represent the window damage when the shutter capacities 

are modified to reflect the WoW test results. The presented window damage is a 

combination of damage from debris and damage from over-pressure. As such, the modified 

metal shutters, which offer greater impact resistance, create a lower mean component 

percentage damage curve than the modified plywood shutters curve, despite receiving the 

same capacity increase. As expected, the implementation of the WoW results produces 

windows more vulnerable to damage compared with the original window loading 
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assumptions, as the increases to capacity that are offered by both types of shutters were 

lowered according to the WoW tests. 

 

Figure 3.2: Influence of Shutter Modifications on Window Damage 

3.2.3 Pressure Effects on Overall Building Vulnerability 

Because the incorporation of the WoW test results discussed in Section 3.2.1 directly affect 

only the damage model, no vulnerability programs were in need of modification to 

accommodate the changes. The existing Personal Residential model was run using the new 

damage matrices in order to compare the resulting new building vulnerability functions 

with the previous ones. 
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As noted previously, the base model used in this investigation is the weak north timber 

gable structure with shingles located in the WBDR. Table 3.1 outlined the three base cases 

and twelve test cases used in the investigation. 

The PR program Run_V1V2_Vulnerability_011609 was used in July of 2015 to generate 

the new vulnerability matrices and curves. The program and timeframe are important for 

record keeping and reproducibility, so these details are given for full clarity. The generated 

curves are shown below. Note that the series number corresponds with the case numbers 

indicated in parenthesis in Table 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.3: Vulnerability Changes for No Shutters 

Figure 3.3 shows that the reduction of roof pressure does not create any noticeable effect at 

normal scale. This is expected considering the change at the component level is also 

indiscernible considering that the components effected represent an extremely small 

portion of the building value. However, it should be noted that roof sheathing loss is 

strongly associated with interior damage in the FPHLM. Considering that the interior 

represents a large portion of the total building value in all of the modeled cases in the 
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FPHLM, this verification at the vulnerability level was required despite the small change at 

the component level. 

 

Figure 3.4: Vulnerability Changes for Plywood Shutters 

The investigation proceeded with comparisons across each of the different roof loading 

cases for the baseline plywood shutters with no discernable difference in the results. 
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Figure 3.5: Vulnerability Changes for Metal Shutters 

As seen in Figure 3.5, the effect is also fairly indiscernible for the metal shutter test cases. 

Across all figures, the percent differences from the base cases vary between -1.9% and 

+3.2%. These results show that the incorporation of these WoW test results do not have a 

significant effect on the vulnerabilities of the FPHLM.   

The maximum percent increase of 3.2% occurs in test case 5 at 160mph. This means that a 

maximum increase in building vulnerability for a single wind speed occurs for the case 

with the original roof with no parapets and modified metal shutters. This makes sense, as 

the metal shutters receive a larger reduction in capacity (compared to their original values) 

than the wood shutters and implementing the new roof loading scheme would decrease this 

vulnerability change. The maximum percent decrease of 1.9% in building vulnerability at 

95mph for a single wind speed occurs in test case 11 for the 30/25 roof reduction, which is 

also a straightforward deduction due to the fact that the roof load reduction will decrease 

vulnerability. Given these small impacts, it was decided that the changes would not be 

officially implemented into the PR programs for the time being. Additionally, given the 

limited effect of the parapet on the vulnerability of buildings, it was deemed unnecessary to 
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perform a cost-benefits analysis of that particular wind uplift mitigation method. If either 

of these matters are revisited in the future, it should be noted that the shutter capacity has 

greater impact on the overall building vulnerability than the reduction of pressure at the 

roof corners. 

3.3 Evaluation of Shutters in the CR-LR Model 

3.3.1 Overview 

Tests have shown that shutters significantly reduced water ingress through window defects. 

This makes sense because a window behind shutters would be exposed to less direct 

impinging rain and less surface runoff, as well as slightly less pressure to drive the water 

into the defects. In order to model such a phenomenon, a reduction factor was incorporated 

into the IntExt_Calc_CL_V60 function such that a specified percent reduction would be 

applied to the calculation of the amount of water intrusion through window defects due to 

both surface runoff and direct impinging rain. The factor was applied to calculations for all 

windows on each floor for all modeling cases. 

A constant percent reduction was chosen for implementation.  If it was determined that the 

reduction would greatly impact results, then a more accurate reduction relationship could 

be investigated through further Wall of Wind testing. For ease of comparison, four test 

cases were established. The reduction factor has been given the name “Shutter Rain 

Reduction Factor” and is represented as “SRRF”. The test cases are shown in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: Test Case Parameters 

Test Case Variable Parameters 

Test Case 
# 

SRRF Reduction 
Shutters or No 

Shutters? 

0 1 
0 

(baseline) 
Both Cases 

1 0 100% Shutters 

2 0.1 90% Shutters 

3 0.05 95% Shutters 

Test Case Constant Parameters 

Const. 
Quality 

Wall 
Type 

Roof Cover 
Roof 
Type 

Total # of 
Stories 

Strong, 
Medium, 

Weak 
Wood Shingles Gable 1, 2, 3 

 
The baseline test case ran simulations for both the model case with shutters and the model 

case with no shutters, whereas the other test cases focused only on the cases with shutters. 

This allowed the team to check correctness through comparison with archived results of the 

base case. The relationship between the SRRF and the actual reduction of water ingress is 

as follows: the quantity of the reduction of water ingress is actually equal to (1-SRRF) 

multiplied by the original amount of ingress.  However, it should be noted that there is still 

a difference between the vulnerability outputs of the shuttered and non-shuttered cases 

when the SRRF is set to 1. This is because the FPHLM models random debris impact as 

well, which is mitigated by the presence of shutters. 
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3.3.2 Discussion of Investigation Results 

Investigation of test case 1 (full removal of water ingress through window defects) began 

with a comparison of the relative interior damage contribution (RIDC) charts. In all cases, 

complete removal of water ingress through defects in shuttered windows nearly eliminates 

the relative interior damage contribution of windows, making it only a very minor 

contributor in the upper limits of the wind speeds. This is illustrated by comparison of 

Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7, which represent the results obtained for a strong, 1 story, 

shuttered building. 

 

Figure 3.6: RIDC Chart for SRRF=1 
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Figure 3.7: RIDC Chart for SRRF=0 

However, Figure 3.8, which compares the original and new values for a weak 3 story 

building with shutters (red), a medium 2 story building with shutters (green), and a strong 1 

story building with shutters (blue), shows that the results do not greatly affect the overall 

building vulnerability. Lines marked with an open dot are the original values while those 

with a full dot are the new values.  
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Figure 3.8: Overall Building Vulnerability Plot Overview 

Figure 3.8 shows that the greatest differences occur for a weak 3 story building. Figure 3.9 

and Figure 3.10 illustrate that building strength does not have a marked influence on the 

effect of the SRRF, whereas on the contrary, number of stories has a more visible 

influence. This influence is most easily visible at about 100mph. The model cases shown in 

Figure 3.9 are for a 1 story home of varying strength. The model cases shown in Figure 

3.10 are for a weak home of varying number of stories. As before, the solid dots are the 

new results and the open dots are the original values. 

 Str 1stry base w/ sh 

 Med 2stry base w/ sh 
 Wea 3stry base w/ sh 

 Wea 3stry (SSRF=0) 

 Med 2stry (SSRF=0) 

 Str 1stry (SSRF=0) 
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Figure 3.9: Effect of Decreasing Building Strength 

 

Figure 3.10: Effect of Increasing # of Stories 

The maximum percent difference in the original (open dot) versus the new (closed dot) 

vulnerability curves is approximately 16% for a weak three (red line) story building at a 

wind speed of 100mph, meaning that the overall building vulnerability (as measured by the 

 Str base w/ sh 
 Med base w/ sh 

 Wea base w/ sh 
 Wea (SSRF=0) 

 Med (SSRF=0) 

 Str (SSRF=0) 

 1stry w/ sh (SSRF=0) 

 2stry w/ sh (SSRF=0) 
 3stry w/ sh (SSRF=0) 

 3stry base w/ sh 

2stry base w/ sh 
1stry base w/ sh 
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damage ratio) is reduced by a maximum of about 16% with the inclusion of the SRRF at 

100% reduction (full removal of water ingress through window defects). This indicates that 

the original FPHLM overestimates damages without the SRRF. 

The final point to be made from the test cases is that the chosen values for SRRF do not 

yield distinguishably different results from one another. The discussion thus far has 

presented results only comparing the baseline with test case 1, which is the absolute 

removal of water intrusion through defects with the presence of shutters. Figure 3.11 shows 

that the vulnerability is not overly sensitive to small variation in the SRRF for single story 

models. However, the effect is slightly more pronounced for the 3 story case considering 

the effect observed in Figure 3.10. 

 

Figure 3.11: Difference between Chosen SRRF Values 

3.4 Conclusion 

Investigations for potential changes to the CR-LR and PR models have been discussed and 

the results of the necessary changes are presented in this chapter. None of these changes 

have been implemented into the FPHLM as of V6.2. Changes to the roof load and shutter 

 1stry strong base 
 1stry strong (SSRF=0.1) 

 1stry strong (SSRF=0.05) 

 1stry strong (SSRF=0) 
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load modeling did not have any significant effect on the vulnerability outputs. However, 

the reduction of rain water intrusion through defects in shuttered windows appears to have 

a noticeable impact on the results. More data will be necessary for full implementation 

however, as a realistic value for the reduction factor is still unknown. 
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Chapter 4: 

Improvements to the Commercial Residential Low 

Rise Vulnerability Model 

4.1 Rationale 

Johnson (2015) introduced an interior vulnerability soffit model to the CR-LR model that 

computed the amount of water ingressing through the soffits of the model simulations. This 

model utilized both the damage and building configuration data for each simulation to 

calculate the amount of water ingressed into the building through the soffit system for each 

simulation of the CR-LR building configurations. The second section of this chapter 

extends the work performed by Johnson (2015) by increasing the accuracy of the soffit 

model calculations and then examining the effect on the vulnerability outputs. 

Pita (2012) was one of the major contributors to the first version of the CR-LR model in 

the FPHLM. Part of that work was defining the rain simulation model used in the CR-LR 

programs. The experimental work performed by Baheru (2014) is the basis for the existing 

rain simulation model. Particularly, the model introduced uses a truncated rain sampling 

method to determine the amount of wind driven rain that hits the building in each 

simulation. This truncation was removed to increase the measure of uncertainty of the 

model and the effect on the vulnerability output is analyzed in the third section. 

Results of the investigations of these improvements prompted a brief investigation on the 

sensitivity of the interior damage calculations. Currently, the amount of interior damage in 

any given simulation of the CR-LR model is linearly related to the amount of ingressed 

water in the building at the end of the rain simulation. This is a practice backed by the 

HAZUS model developed by FEMA (2006). The program converts this amount into a 
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height of freestanding water by dividing the volume of water by the area of the building. 1 

inch of freestanding water is treated as 100% interior damage, values below 1 inch are 

linearly interpolated, and values above 1 inch are limited to 100% interior damage. The 

fourth section of this chapter examines if this existing methodology is accurate. 

The final section examines the combined effects of all of these changes. It also validates 

the changes by comparing the CR-LR computed losses to available claim data. 

4.2 Improvement of the Soffit Model 

4.2.1 Overview 

At the time of the V6.1 submission of the FPHLM, the CR-LR soffit model calculated the 

surface areas of the soffits for use in the determination of water ingress during the rain 

simulations. The original calculations assumed that soffit areas were equal among all 

models. However, due to the differences in roof geometry between gable roof buildings 

and hip roof buildings, the program could be improved by differentiating between the two 

models. 

Before discussing the changes however, it is necessary to understand common soffit 

systems in order to understand the changes made. Johnson (2015) performed a thorough 

investigation of common soffit configurations in Florida when developing the initial soffit 

vulnerability model. Focusing only on construction geometry, Johnson determined that two 

main configurations exist: soffit systems flush with the eave (Figure 4.12a) and soffit 

systems below the eave (Figure 4.12b). 
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Figure 4.12: Soffit Panel Geometries (Adapted from Johnson, 2015): a) flush with eave; b) 

below eave 

The geometric distinction between these two systems theoretically plays a large role in 

water intrusion. Figure 4.12 clearly shows that it would take more pressure energy to drive 

water through the soffit system and into the building with a configuration below eave. 

However, the current FPHLM models utilizes the soffit systems that are flush with the 

eave, as the below eave system had not been considered until Johnson (2015).  

Nonetheless, this distinction in water penetration capabilities brings to light another 

important geometric consideration: the dimensions of the penetrable area. Johnson’s initial 

soffit model opted to calculate the soffit area as the opening area between the eave and the 

roof sheathing (dimension d in Figure 4.12). This also took into consideration the spacing 

and dimensions of the trusses in the model across the length of the building and across its 

width, considering also the angle of the roof along the gable end in this direction. This is 

the model associated with the V6.1 submission of the CR-LR model in the FPHLM. 
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4.2.2 Changes 

After the V6.1 submission, Johnson determined that this implementation did not take into 

consideration that hip roof structures do not have angled soffits on either dimension of the 

building. Though this implementation was conservative, considering the increased soffit 

area for hip models, a better model could be developed easily by differentiating the two 

roof shapes. Johnson implemented a new soffit system that simplified the calculations for 

both the gable and hip roof shapes by utilizing the soffit width (dimension Ws in Figure 

4.12) and the plan dimensions of the building, as shown in Figure 4.13 with the example of 

the 1-story hip roof model and soffit areas highlighted in red.  

This implementation was even more conservative as the soffit areas were increased with 

the use of the larger soffit width as opposed to the clear distance between the sheathing and 

the eave. It also removed the consideration of the truss placement, which further increased 

the penetrable soffit area. Johnson did not verify and publish the results of the new model. 

This section finalizes that work by computing and justifying the new vulnerability outputs. 

 

Figure 4.13: Ground-Up View of Soffit Dimensions (1-Story Hip Roof Model) 
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4.2.3 Vulnerability Results 

The changes discussed in Section 4.2.2 affect only the soffit vulnerabilities. Particularly, 

the changes mainly affect the contribution of the soffits to the overall interior damage. This 

is because the soffit area is strongly related to the amount of water intrusion incurred at 

wind speeds under 100mph. Figure 4.14 depicts the relative interior damage contribution 

(RIDC) of each of the major components that water can penetrate through after the 

described changes, while Figure 4.15 shows the RIDC plots prior to the changes. These 

and the later figures in this section utilize a 1-story, gable, weak, shingled, timber structure 

in the wind-borne debris region (WBDR) without shutters. Comparing the two plots 

reveals that the changes not only increase the contribution of the soffits to the total interior 

damage, but they also create noticeable differences in the RIDC plots between the gable 

and hip model. Such differences were unaccounted for in the original model, as seen in 

Figure 4.15. 

 

Figure 4.14: RIDC Plots after Soffit Area Improvement 
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Figure 4.15: RIDC Plots Before Improvements (V6.1) 

The results obtained after these changes are more consistent with the literature review of 

Johnson (2015). Considering that these changes affect only the contribution of the soffits to 

the interior damage, the observed changes in the RIDC outputs imply an increase the 

overall building vulnerabilities. These unweighted vulnerability outputs are plotted in 

Figure 4.16 with direct comparison to the previous outputs. The results shown represent the 

same models that were used in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16. Comparison of the curves 

confirms this increase in overall building vulnerability and confirms that the change is 

slightly more noticeable in the hip roof model. 
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Figure 4.16: Total Building Unweighted Vulnerability Comparison for Soffit Improvement 

The next step in the process is to examine the impact of change in the weighted building 

vulnerability. Recall from Chapter 2 that the weighted vulnerability curves are essentially 

expected values that are generated from the vulnerability curves of the components that are 

unknown and the building stock statistics for the area. Figure 4.17 shows the corresponding 

weighted output comparison. As can be expected from the previously shown increase in 

unweighted vulnerability for representative hip and gable models, the corresponding 

weighted vulnerability has also increased. The magnitude of the increase is directly related 

to the increased conservativism of the new soffit model. Note that these weighted curves 

represent 1, 2, and 3 story models in the post 2001 era. 
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Figure 4.17: Weighted Total Building Vulnerability Comparison for Soffit Improvement 

4.2.4. Summary 

Section 4.2 examined the impact of changes to the CR-LR soffit model subsequent to the 

V6.1 submission. While the author did not implement the change in the code, the author 

was responsible for analyzing the effect of the change. The observed effect predictably 

increased the overall vulnerability outputs in the CR-LR model by increasing the soffit 

areas used in rain penetration calculations. 

After analyzing the output, the author recognizes that there is room for further workflow 

improvement. The existing soffit model does not include the soffit areas at corners, nor 

does it account for the decreases in penetrable soffit areas in the location of truss members 

that block such action. However, it is likely that the combination of these two 

considerations would not have much impact on the results that have been discussed due to 

a canceling affect. 
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4.3. Improvement of Rain Simulations 

4.3.1. Overview 

The V6.1 submission of the CR-LR was later determined to be in need of two 

improvements with respect to the rain simulation routines. The first of these changes is a 

more accurate processing of water ingress after the maximum wind speed is simulated and 

breaches are modeled. The second of the changes is a change in the sampling of the 

amount of wind driven rain to simulate. 

The V6.1 implementation of the rain simulation routine did not take into account the 

amount of wind driven rain after the maximum wind speed is reached (WDR2) in the rain 

simulation. This affectively creates calculations that assume that the value of WDR2 is 1 

based on the equations used to calculate the water intrusion after the maximum wind speed. 

However, due to the relationship between this value and the amount of wind driven rain 

prior to the maximum wind speed (WDR1), the rain is essentially assumed to all occur 

before the maximum wind speed. This relationship is documented by Johnson (2015), but 

had not been incorporated into the CR-LR model at the time of V6.1. Johnson 

implemented the change and the author has investigated its impact. 

The second improvement also deals with wind driven rain. The total quantity of rain is 

currently sampled from a distribution that was determined through experimental testing 

(Pita, 2012) for each of the vulnerability simulations that match the number of damage 

simulations. At the time of V6.1, bounds were imposed on the sampling from this 

distribution to eliminate outliers, but is has since been determined that these bounds are 

unnecessary. While Johnson (2015) did not discuss this, the determination to proceed with 

the change was made by the engineering team during that time and Johnson made the 

change, while the author has investigated its impact. 
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4.3.2. Changes 

The water ingress equations for breaches omitted the effect of the variable WDR2, 

effectively assuming that it is equal to one for all breach calculations. It is more accurate to 

include the effect of WDR2, which is usually not equal to 1, by multiplying the breach 

ingress equations for all components by the actual value of WDR2. This more accurate 

interpretation is shown in Eq. (4.1) (Johnson, 2015). 

𝑉𝐼𝑅2𝐶𝑖
= [∑ 𝑅𝐴𝐹̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝜃𝑛
∗ 𝐴𝑜𝐶𝑖

∗ 𝛽𝑛
̅̅ ̅(𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥)5

𝑛=1 ] ∗ 𝑊𝐷𝑅2 (4.1) 

 

Where: 

𝑉𝐼𝑅2𝐶𝑖
 is the volume of wind driven rain ingress through component i due to the portion of 

imping rain after the maximum wind speed, Vmax 

𝑅𝐴𝐹̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
𝜃𝑛

 is the mean RAF value for a wind direction octant θn for the component being 

evaluated 

𝐴𝑜𝐶𝑖
 is the breached area of the component being evaluated and is calculated as the product 

of the component percentage damage by the total component area 

𝛽𝑛
̅̅ ̅(𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥) is the mean fraction of WDR2 for the wind direction octants θn  and is a  

function of Vmax 

𝑊𝐷𝑅2 is the amount of wind driven rain after the maximum wind speed of the simulation 

The other improvement to the rain calculations is the removal of the sampling bounds for 

the total amount of wind driven rain simulated. At the time of V6.1, this data was truncated 

to eliminate outliers outside the range of [−0.5𝜎, +0.75𝜎] for the rain data. Due to the 

relation of the total wind driven rain to both the portion of wind driven rain before the 

maximum wind speed (WDR1) and after the maximum wind speed (WDR2), all subsequent 

calculations involving water ingress are affected by the truncation. There is no evidence 
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that suggests or warrants that the truncation improves the accuracy of the results and also 

obscures the true variability of the model, so the bounds were removed and the author is 

now examining the effect of the change. 

4.3.3. Vulnerability Results 

Section 4.3.2 discusses changes that affect all water ingress calculations. This is again 

because WDR1 and WDR2 are calculated based on the total wind driven rain. Figure 4.18 

depicts the relative interior damage contribution (RIDC) both (A) before and (B) after the 

described changes. These and the later figures in this section utilize a 1-story, gable, weak, 

shingled, timber structure in the wind-borne debris region (WBDR) without shutters, just 

as those plots depicted in Section 4.2. Comparing the two plots reveals that the changes 

particularly increase the contribution of the windows to the total interior damage and 

decrease the relative contribution of the wall sheathing. This indicates that windows are 

particularly likely to be sensitive to increases in WDR2 and thus breach related water 

intrusion as well. This is indicated by the increase in the window contribution in the upper 

wind speeds, where the amount of breach water intrusion is likely to be high.  

 

Figure 4.18: RIDC Plots (A) before WDR2 Change and (B) after WDR2 Change 
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Considering that all of the water intrusion calculations after the maximum wind speed were 

affected by the change, it was expected that the change in the output vulnerabilities would 

be significant. This was not the case however, as shown in Figure 4.19, which displays the 

results for the same model as presented in the RIDC charts shown in Figure 4.18. These 

differences are actually fairly large in comparison to most in the data set, as the weighted 

results show nearly imperceptible curves between the original outputs and the updated 

outputs. 

 

Figure 4.19: Total Building Unweighted Vulnerability Comparison for WDR2 Update 

The change of bounds did not impact the RIDC proportions because all components were 

effected equally, so no RIDC charts were produced for this change. However, it was found 

that the removal of the sampling bounds had a significant impact on the overall building 

vulnerability for wind speeds above about 10mph for all building configurations in the CR-

LR model. This can be seen in the weighted results shown in Figure 4.20 by the lower 

curve after the change. This is justified by the fact that the truncation was more stringent in 

the lower bound than the upper bound. 
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Figure 4.20: Weighted Total Building Vulnerability Comparison for Removal of Bounds 

4.3.4. Summary 

Section 4.3 examined the impact of changes to the CR-LR rain penetration model 

subsequent to the V6.1 submission. The inclusion of the effect of WDR2 in the calculations 

for water ingress did not have a significant impact on the results. This is because the 

change does not affect the total amount of rain that impinges on the building.  Before the 

change, most of the water ingress that would normally enter the building through the 

breaches after the time of maximum wind speed was instead pushed into the building 

through the defects before the time of maximum wind speed. This was clearly an anomaly 

and thus the correction to utilize WDR2 in the calculations is more realistic. 

A brief investigation of the height of ingressed water was performed. In the CR-LR model, 

interior damage ratio is determined as the height of ingressed water (determined by 

dividing the volume of water by the base area) divided by a limit defined as the height at 

which 100% of the interior would theoretically be unsalvageable. The current limit that is 

utilized in the model is 1in. Figure 4.21 shows the average height of water at each wind 

speed for the model presented in the figures thus far before and after the improvement. It is 
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apparent from this figure that including the value of WDR2 in the calculations only 

minimally impacts the vulnerability ratio by slightly increasing the rate of interior damage.  

 

Figure 4.21: Average Height of Ingressed Water Plot 

The results provided by the average height of water plot however pose the question as to 

whether the existing limit is appropriate. To briefly answer this question, the weighted 

interior vulnerability curves can be consulted in Figure 4.22, which are weighted in the 

same manner described in Chapter 2 and represent interior damages only. These are very 

similar to the average height plot, but peak at the value of the interior divided by the full 

value of the building. The era selected determines the weighting of each of the curves in 

the average, as some characteristics and strength types are more prevalent in some eras 

than others. As such, the pre-1960 era is historically composed of the weakest building 

stock while the post-2001 era has the strongest building stock. 
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Figure 4.22: Weighted Interior Curves 

The shape of the curves in Figure 4.22 (pre-1960) and Figure 4.21 are similar in that they 

plateau at some point with respect to the x-axis. The location of the plateau in the weighted 

figure approximates the average wind speed at which the height of ingressed water reaches 

1in. As such, considering that the location of the plateau for the post-2001 era is at such a 

high wind speed, it seems that the current 1in limit is reasonable, but further research might 

be beneficial. 

4.4. Validation of Changes 

4.4.1. Overview 

The sections contained first presents the overall CR-LR vulnerability outputs after the 

changes and compare them to the results at both V6.1 and V5.0. Then the validation results 

will be presented and the validity of the V6.2 model will be discussed. 

4.4.2. Analysis of Overall Change Outputs 

This section examines the unweighted vulnerability results, to verify logical relationships 

such as the decreased overall vulnerability of hip roofs in comparison to gable roof models. 
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It is vital to the stability and validity of the FPHLM that such relationships be checked any 

time that changes are made to the programs. Figure 4.23 shows that this relationship is 

maintained with the combined effect of all changes. Figure 4.23 also shows that the hip 

model experienced a larger change in vulnerability than the gable model. This observation 

is representative of all other hip model configurations as well. 

 

Figure 4.23: V6.2 Unweighted Comparison for Total Building Vulnerability, Gable vs Hip 

Another important relationship to maintain is that between the three strength levels. Figure 

4.24 shows that the relationship was maintained in the V6.2 update and that each strength 

level appears to experience similar magnitude of change from V6.1 to V6.2. Other 

configuration comparisons, such as those between the shuttered and un-shuttered cases, 

produce similar results in that the difference affect each configuration equally. However, it 

makes sense that the roof shape would be the only parameter experiencing unequal changes 

across building options because the soffit update affected the two roof shape configurations 

differently, whereas it was expected that all other changes would affect all models 

similarly. 
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Figure 4.24: V6.2 Unweighted Comparison for Total Building Vulnerability, Strength Levels 

Moving to weighted vulnerabilities comparisons, Figure 4.25 shows that the inherently 

higher vulnerability of timber structures compared to masonry structures is upheld in the 

V6.2 model. It also shows that masonry and timber models experience relatively equal 

increases in vulnerability due to the combined effect of the update. Conversely, Figure 4.26 

shows that as the number of stories increases, the impact of the changes is lower. This is 

because the increase of stories is accompanied by an increase in building value due to the 

increased amount of wall area, window area, and interior area. This makes the damage 

ratio less sensitive to change. 
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Figure 4.25: V6.2 Weighted Comparison for Total Building Vulnerability, Masonry vs Timber 

 

Figure 4.26: V6.2 Weighted Comparison for Total Building Vulnerability, Number of Stories 
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Lastly, the results of the combined changes are compared to the results at the time of V5.0. 

Figure 4.27 shows that the results of V5.0 were significantly higher than those being 

produced by the V6.2 model.  

 

Figure 4.27: V5.0 Weighted Comparison for Total Building Vulnerability 

4.4.3. Validation of Overall Outputs 

Since the results of V6.2 generally fall between those of V5.0 and V6.1, it is difficult to tell 

without a numerical analysis if the changes are increasing or decreasing the accuracy of the 

model. The FPHLM team has several insurance claims portfolios from past hurricanes over 

the past two decades approximately, that can be used to validate the model. To utilize this 

data, the insurance team takes the data provided by the meteorology team and the 

engineering team, along with the portfolio data, and simulates the expected insurance 

losses for each portfolio. These modeled losses are then compared to the actual losses to 

determine the credibility of the model. Error! Reference source not found. compares the 

building losses, where each point represents the modeled and actual losses of a full 

insurance portfolio for a particular agency and storm event.  
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Figure 4.28: Validation Results 

The green line in Error! Reference source not found. represents the perfect prediction 

line, while the dotted red line represents the best linear fit or trendline to the modeled vs. 

actual data points for V6.2 and the dotted blue line represents the same for V6.1. The slope 

of 0.7755 indicates that the model is under-predicting the losses across all considered 

portfolios in V6.2, which is exaggerated in V6.1. The correlation coefficient of 0.6467 

indicates that approximately 65% of data is explained by the equation for V6.2. That is, 

approximately 65% of the actual portfolio loses can be accurately predicted by the current 

model. Notice the correlation is higher in the V6.1 results, which indicates that there are 

more outliers in the V6.2 model. 
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4.5. Conclusion 

Changes to the CR-LR model from V6.1 to V6.2 have been discussed and the results of the 

changes are presented in this chapter. Overall, the changes provide more realistic 

calculations of interior damage at each wind speed. The results of V6.2 are also 

significantly lower than that of V5.0, but also higher than those of V6.1. The validation of 

the outputs against the claim data that is available for the CR-LR model clearly shows that 

the model is improving, although the results are currently under-predicting losses and V6.1 

had lower vulnerabilities than V6.2. 
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Chapter 5: 

Cost Uncertainty in the Commercial Residential 

Low-Rise Model 

5.1. Introduction 

The Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM) is a catastrophe model that predicts 

hurricane related insured losses to residential infrastructure in the state of Florida. 

Currently, the model analyzes three different types of properties: personal residential 

buildings (single family buildings), commercial residential low rise buildings (multi-family 

buildings), and commercial residential mid/high rise buildings (buildings in excess of 3 

stories that house multiple families). The models consist of a meteorological (hazard) 

component, an engineering (building vulnerability) component, and an actuarial 

component. 

The FPHLM considers a wide set of variables in the determination of building 

vulnerability. Building vulnerability is a measure of how much damage a building will 

suffer in the event of a hurricane. Specifically, the FPHLM defines vulnerability matrices 

where the cells of a vulnerability matrix for a particular structural type represent the 

probability of a given damage ratio occurring at a given wind speed. The columns of the 

matrix represent the probability distribution functions of damage for three-second gust 

wind speeds at 10 m, from 50 mph to 250 mph in 5 mph bands. The rows of the matrix 

correspond to damage ratios (DR) in 2% increments up to 20%, and then in 4% increments 

up to 100%. The vulnerability curves are the mean values of each column of the matrix, as 

a function of wind speed. The models treat many variables probabilistically in determining 

this, such as the strengths of the different components that make up a particular structure, 
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while some other variables, like roof pitch, are specified deterministically within the 

model. The FPHLM generates outputs for multiple building configurations (number of 

stories, roof shape, wall construction, etc.). 

The outputs of the vulnerability component are vulnerability matrices and curves for each 

building configuration. The vulnerability matrices are 32x41 matrices that represent the 

probability of 32 different damage levels across each of 41 modelled wind speeds for a 

particular building configuration. The vulnerability curves are the average points in the 

PDFs at each wind speed. These outputs are then used in the actuarial component to 

determine expected losses. 

Currently, the commercial residential low rise (CLR) model deterministically assigns costs 

of components for both new and repaired construction, which often differ due to the added 

cost of demolition and also due to certain physical limitations for the type of construction. 

These currently implemented costs are based on experience, literature, expert opinion and 

field investigations (Bell, 2013). Costing is used to determine the total cost of the new 

structure and the ratio of the repair costs to the value of the structure. However, this 

approach does not capture possible variations of the costs. This chapter proposes a new 

scheme that randomly samples the component costs from probability distributions derived 

from regionally dependent cost factors. This chapter will present the new costing 

methodology and analyze its impact on the statistical character of the vulnerability model 

outputs, as well as discuss possibilities for future improvement of the new method with 

additional research. 

5.2. METHODOLOGY 

5.2.1. Defining appropriate costing probability distributions 

There are many different variables that can affect the cost of the various building 

components. Location, availability of materials, urgency of construction, plus regional and 

national economic factors at the time are all relevant considerations for both supply and 

demand. The FPHLM takes into account input from cost data, contractors, and other 
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sources in defining the expected costs of the modelled building components (Bell, 2013). It 

also models demand surge. Although the aforementioned considerations will cause 

variation in these costs both at the time of construction and also at the time of repair after a 

hurricane event, they are not specifically the topics addressed in this chapter. The concern 

of this chapter is with the inherent variability of the costs.  

The method selected for defining distributions of cost was to utilize commonly established 

cost indices across the state. The companies that collect data and establish these indices 

typically do so with consideration of multiple states and cities within each state. The 

chosen index for this study was the Faithful + Gould Composite Index, as it takes into 

consideration the published indices of a variety of other companies for the state of Florida, 

among other logical considerations (US Department of Energy, 2011). These indices were 

also compared to published alternatives (Waier, 2008). It was found that RS Means 

suggested about twice the spread of costs across the state of Florida. However, RS Means 

does not use any Florida cities in the development of its indices, unlike the Faithful + 

Gould indices. Examination of more recent data (Plotner, 2014) also suggests that city 

indices do not vary greatly over several years, so time factors are not considered in this 

investigation. As such, the Faithful + Gould indices published in 2011 are the best 

available resource for this investigation. 

Table 5.1 shows the cost indices collected by Faithful + Gould for a variety of cities across 

Florida. These indices, along with the average, were used to compute locational factors for 

each of the cities as shown below in Eq. (5.1). The maximum result occurs in the city of 

Titusville, with a factor of 1.02, and the minimum result occurs in St. Petersburg, with a 

factor of 0.98. 

𝐿𝑓 =
𝐼𝑖

𝐼𝑎𝑣𝑔
 (5.1) 

 

Where:  

𝐿𝑓 is the location factor at a particular city, normalized to the state of Florida 
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𝐼𝑖 is the F+G composite index 

𝐼𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the average F+G composite index in the state of Florida 

Table 5.3. Locational factors in Florida (composite indices collected from Bc3.pnnl.gov) 

Location F+G Composite Index (Ii) Location Factor (Lf) 

Jacksonville 87.70 0.99 
Miami 88.27 1.00 

St. Petersburg 86.58 0.98 (min) 
Tampa 89.55 1.01 

Titusville 89.82 1.02 (max) 

State Average (Iavg): 88.39 - 

 

The maximum and minimum location factors were then utilized to estimate the spread of 

costs in Florida based on triangular probability distributions. A triangular distribution was 

selected based on input from construction professionals and was preferred over a Gaussian 

distribution because of the inherent difficulty of defining an appropriate standard deviation 

with the information available. The cost values already implemented in the FPHLM and 

backed by several years of research (Bell, 2013) are used as the vertex of each individual 

component’s triangular cost distribution. The lower and upper bounds for each component 

were then determined by multiplying each of the vertex cost values by the minimum and 

maximum locational factors respectively, as shown in Eq. (5.2). Thus, each pdf is defined 

by Eq. (5.3). As an example, Figure 5.1 shows the PDFs tested for new and repair costs for 

roof sheathing on a 2-story model. 

𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟/𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 = (𝐿𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑛/𝑚𝑎𝑥)(𝐶𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥) (5.2) 

 
Where: 

𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟/𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 is either the lower bound (for 𝐿𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑛) or upper bound (for 𝐿𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥) cost 

𝐿𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum location factor determined in Table 5.1, 0.98 

𝐿𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum location factor determined in Table 5.1, 1.02 
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𝐶𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥 is the vertex (most probable cost) in the distribution  

𝑃(𝑐) = {

2(𝑐−𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟)

(𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟)(𝐶𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥−𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟)
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 𝐶𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥

2(𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−𝑐)

(𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟)(𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−𝐶𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥)
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥 < 𝑐 ≤ 𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

 (5.3) 

Where: 

𝑃(𝑐) is the probability density function for the triangular distribution defined on the range 

𝑐 ∈ [𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 , 𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟] 

 

 

Figure 5.29: PDF of Sheathing Costs 

5.2.2. Relocation of repair ratio workflows 

The repair ratios are defined as the ratio of the repair value of a particular component to the 

total cost of the new structure. The most recent version of the CRL model (V6.2) performs 
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all of the calculations for converting the component costs into the required cost ratio 

format inside of a spreadsheet. The average repair values established in the spreadsheet 

take into consideration various construction cost relationships, for example increased costs 

depending on story height. The CRL model then imports the data from the spreadsheet into 

MATLAB and uses it to convert the physical damage ratios into building vulnerabilities, 

also taking into consideration costing factors based on the required repair job size of some 

components. The proposed randomization of the costs requires the majority of this work to 

now be performed outside of a spreadsheet and inside of MATLAB due to the inherent 

randomization of building value. Excel is thereby only used to calculate and document the 

lower bound, peak, and upper bound for new and repair cost values for each of the 

modelled components. 

Once these values are imported into MATLAB, the new scheme loops through each of the 

components and separately and independently selects a large subset of both new 

component values and repair costs based on the triangular distributions previously defined. 

Each randomly selected new value is then converted to units of $/SF of living area and 

then matched up across the corresponding simulations of all of the components to compute 

total new building values for each selection simulation. The same is done for the repair 

costs, but these repair costs are then matched with the corresponding simulation selection 

of total new building value to compute the repair ratios for each cost simulation of the 

particular modelled building configuration (i.e. combination of roof covering, roof shape, 

exterior wall construction, number of stories, and other variables). Table 5.2 shows the data 

for one simulation for reference. Notice from the example that some components do not 

have new costs because they are incorporated into the cost of another larger component. 

These results are then applied to all (75 total) modelled damages, which correspond to 

various components across all building configurations. 
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Table 5.4. Cost ratio example for one simulation of a 1 story, gable and shingle roof, timber 

home 

Component 
Type 

Subtype 
New Cost (Cn)  

[$/SF living area] 

Repair Cost 
(Cr) [$/SF 

living area] 

Cost Ratio (R) 
[R=Cri/Cn] 

Sitework - 0.79 0.79 1% 

Foundation - 8.50 8.50 10% 

Exterior 
Wall 

1st floor sheathing 7.06 6.65 8% 

1st floor wall cover - 3.32 4% 

Roof 

trusses + crane 2.00 2.75 3% 

sheathing 2.64 3.69 4% 

connections - 1.25 2% 

roof cover 5.27 6.32 8% 

Openings 

windows 0.56 1.34 2% 

doors 0.61 0.84 1% 

sliders 1.20 1.44 2% 
Soffits - 0.20 0.30 0% 

Permitting - 0.63 0.31 0% 

Interior 

partitions, floor, etc 25.00 30.00 36% 

mechanical 5.31 6.56 8% 

plumbing 15.00 10.00 12% 

electrical 8.00 8.00 10% 

Totals: 17 82.77 92.07 111% 

 

The benefit of performing these calculations in MATLAB is that the data for all 

simulations can be processed at once using element-wise array operations. So the 

procedures performed for one expected outcome in the past can now be performed 656,000 

times. The departure from the previous use of Excel to the use of MATLAB also allows for 

easy comparison of the MATLAB output before randomization is implemented. Such 

checks are discussed in the results in Section 3. Once the outputs without randomization 

were generated, the code was modified to perform and accept randomly generated cost 

matrices and the results were compared with the previous implementation. 
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5.2.3. Structuring cost output for compatibility with existing model 

These damage ratios are output from the damage model portion of the engineering 

component, which utilizes a Monte Carlo process to generate 2000 simulations at each of 

41 different wind speeds and 8 angles of attack. The simulations take into account a variety 

of deterministic and probabilistic relationships to define damages for 75 different modelled 

components. As such, the damage component generates a 2000x75x41x8 “damage matrix” 

for each of the modelled building configurations. The vulnerability component then applies 

the cost ratios for the 75 components of the building being modelled through replication of 

the 1x75 array to match the dimensions of the damage matrix and subsequent array 

multiplication. 

With the new randomized cost component of the vulnerability program, replication is no 

longer necessary as the randomization schematic matches the Monte Carlo scheme by 

separately and independently generating the corresponding number of randomly selected 

new and replacement costs for each component. 

5.2.4. Computational considerations 

While it is beneficial to be able to handle all of the cost simulation data at once, it is 

resource intensive to utilize in this way. The output of the cost randomization routine is a 

75x36x2000x41x8 matrix that is populated with the cost simulations of the cost ratios of 

the 75 components for the 36 different building configurations. This amount of data 

utilizes approximately 12GB of memory just by being in the workspace. Such utilization is 

inefficient for being able to quickly perform calculations in MATLAB. 

After determining that memory usage would be an issue, the end result matrix was split 

into separate matrices for each of the building configurations. This removed a dimension 

from the output data and allowed for much more efficient computations inside of the cost 

randomization routine and also in the main CRL program. As mentioned previously, the 

matching of the number of simulations to the Monte Carlo scheme also reduced 

computational time by removing the need for some for loops and matrix replication 
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commands. This reduction however was negated by the increased computational time of 

approximately 5 minutes needed to run the cost simulations for all components. It is 

fortunately possible to perform the simulation once and use the saved results multiple times 

over, so long as the cost data does not change. 

5.3. RESULTS 

5.3.1. Checking cost calculations 

The newly coded cost calculations were checked first before implementing randomization 

of the costs. This first step in the process of upgrading was vital in diagnosing coding 

problems early on. The cost calculation routines were set to utilize the existing costing data 

to generate the same 75x36 cost matrix that is currently used in the CRL vulnerability 

program. After debugging, the output successfully regenerated the current cost matrix 

within 10-5 percent difference, which is attributed to differences in significant figures. 

5.3.2. Effect of randomization based on F+G indices 

The results of this investigation focus on the changes in vulnerability outputs. Each full 

FPHLM model run produces over 600 CR-LR vulnerability curves and matrices for each 

set. For demonstration however, the representative case of a 1 story, gable and shingle 

roofed timber structure in the Wind Borne Debris Region (WBDR) without shutters was 

examined for both CRL model runs. The vulnerability curves resulting from this were 

compared to those of the most recent FPHLM version, which is V6.2. 
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Figure 5.30: Vulnerability outputs for planned improvements 

Figure 5.2 shows that all of the results are visually indistinguishable from the V6.2 results. 

These curves are generated by examining the distribution of all (656,000) the vulnerability 

simulation outputs across each wind speed. The mean curves represent the mean 

vulnerability (damage ratio) at each wind speed while the standard deviation curves 

represent the mean damage ratio plus or minus the standard deviation of the distribution of 

damage ratio simulations at that wind speed. The standard deviation of the damage ratio is 

calculated at each wind speed for the 16,000 simulations that occur at each wind speed. 

The points at each wind speed are connected linearly to interpolate values between and 

visually represent the mean and deviation curves. All percent changes in comparison to 

V6.2 were at or below or 1% and comparisons between each of the two routine runs 

performed yielded even smaller percentage differences between the outputs of the two 

runs.  

The implications of these results are twofold. First, the imperceptible difference in the 

outputs of the two runs demonstrates that: 1) enough simulations are being calculated for 

the cost randomization scheme; 2) the standard deviations with or without cost 
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randomization are almost the same, which indicates that the variability of cost assumed in 

this first implementation does not contribute significantly to the uncertainty of the 

vulnerability model. 

5.3.3. Investigation of large cost variation 

The 4% variation of costs implied by Faithful + Gould seems somewhat low. Considering 

RS Means indicated that the differences would be closer to 10%, it is possible that the 

proposed implementation may not accurately convey the effect of cost variation on the 

standard deviation of the vulnerability outputs. Therefore, a second set of results were 

generated from a wider range triangular distribution. More specifically, the spacing of the 

bounds was proportionally increased so that the difference between the two was 20%. This 

maintained the very slight skew towards the lower bound. The selection of a 20% variation 

doubles the spread implied by the RS Means data and was selected to test the sensitivity of 

the model to large variation in costs. 

The results yielded a very slight increase in the standard deviation. The plus one standard 

deviation line was increased by 0.84% at 200mph and the minus one standard deviation 

line was decreased by 1.04% at 250mph, effectively increasing the variation of the of the 

output by about 2% in the upper wind speeds. This difference is slightly noticeable in 

Figure 5.3. Below these wind speeds, the change in variation typically decreases as the 

wind speed decreases. 
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Figure 5.31: Vulnerability outputs for 20% cost variation 

5.3.4. Investigation of Gaussian Distribution 

Preliminary results were generated for a Gaussian distribution to compare the outputs to 

those of the triangular distribution. The logic behind this is that a Gaussian distribution 

without bounds might generate outliers that would increase the variation of the generated 

costs and thus also the vulnerabilities. This possibility is easily represented by comparison 

of the outer portions of the Gaussian pdf and the triangular pdf. This is shown in Figure 5.4 

for the cost of permitting with a Gaussian distribution of the same standard deviation as the 

triangular distribution. 
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Figure 5.32: Comparison of Triangular vs Gaussian PDF 

Comparison of the output costs show however that there is little difference at the cost level. 

Averaging across all cost simulations provides costs that are 0.14% lower that the V6.1 

static costs for all components, whereas the Gaussian distribution creates an average cost 

that differs from the static cost by less than 0.005% for all components. This again shows 

that the number of cost simulations being performed is adequate to converge to the 

expected values. Comparison of the vulnerability outputs also yielded imperceptible 

differences between the standard deviation curves of the two distribution options for both 

the F+G based implementation and also the 20% spread implementation. 

5.4. CONCLUSION 

5.4.1. Summary of findings 

The chapter presents a method for incorporating the variability of building component 

costs into a cat model. The preliminary results show that the cost variability does not seem 
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to impact the uncertainty of building vulnerability outputs. A sensitivity study showed that 

even variations in costs of up to 20% between minimum and maximum did not 

significantly affect the outputs of the vulnerability model. 

The reason for this phenomenon lies in the definition of the damage and repair ratios. 

Variation of the components costs also produces similar variation in total value of the 

building. In addition, the randomization of the costs implies that increases in some repair 

ratios might be “canceled out” by decreases in others. The result is that the changes in the 

damage ratios are expected to be small. The minimum, maximum, and average damage 

ratio (DR) matrices were extracted from the model for one particular building configuration 

to test this. The result is shown in Table 5.5 for both V6.2 and for the beta version with 

cost randomization based on the F+G indices. For purposes of comparison, damage ratios 

above 1, which are a result of repair job size multipliers and other similar factors, are 

presented. These entries are bounded to 1 in the final stages of the vulnerability program 

for ease of insurance portfolio processing. 

Table 5.5: Effect of Cost Randomization on Damage Ratio (DR) 

Model 

Version 

Minimum 

DR 

Average 

DR 

Maximum 

DR 

V6.2 0.0039 0.5785 1.0376 

V6.2 

Beta 

Run 1 

0.0039 0.5785 1.0487 

 

Table 5.5 shows that the minimum, average, and maximum damage ratios are resistant to 

change with the new implementation.  Thus, most simulations experience little change in 

overall vulnerability in comparison to the V6.2 results. Those simulations that experience 
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more change than others will be those for which the components taking the most damage at 

a particular wind speed also are simulated to have much higher or lower costs. But this 

rarely happens with the implemented distributions, so such instances have little impact 

when compiled with 16,000 other simulations at one wind speed. 

The stability of the vulnerability model with the cost randomization was also verified. It is 

apparent that the new implementation is accurate considering the outputs closely match 

those already being produced by the FPHLM. 

5.4.2. Recommendations 

The type of components that experience the most damage vary depending on the maximum 

wind speed. Separate cost variations for each of the modelled components based on 

manufacturer and contractor input should lead to a more realistic representation of the 

variation in costs, as some components like windows are known to have more variation in 

cost than others (Bell, 2013). Different probability distribution functions, other than 

triangular, for each component might more realistically capture the impact of the 

variations. However, the preliminary investigation of the Gaussian pdf appears to indicate 

that no significant difference is created in comparing the two. Considering the ease of 

defining the triangular distribution, it would likely be easier to gather accurate data to 

define these bounds for each of the components than to determine appropriate standard 

deviations based on research and contractor input. As such, the current implementation of 

the triangular distribution is recommended for any further improvements and investigations 

of cost randomization. 

Another topic that could spur from this investigation is that of randomization of the 

building profile parameters (ie, number of windows, roof slope, dimensions, etc.). The 

costs utilized in the CR-LR are typically based on component area or count and are 

normalized to the living area of the home. Thus, variations in characteristics such as the 

number of windows or the roof pitch could prove to have more impact than cost variations, 

as it is currently unknown if the ratio of the component areas to the living area are more 

sensitive that the cost of the components themselves. However, such an investigation 
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would take a significant amount of time to determine appropriate distributions and bounds 

for the building characteristics, considering the wide variety of building across the state of 

Florida. 

The proposed implementation would also benefit from a separation of material and labor 

costs. This was done prior to the current implementation, but Bell (2013) updated the 

model based on professional input that did not typically include a breakdown of material vs 

labor costs. In order to implement this, the randomization should be moved to the material 

and labor costs for each component and the randomized cost matrices for the two should be 

added together for each component. 

Furthermore, the currently coded routine for generating the costs, though very efficient for 

a computer outfitted with 32GB of random access memory, is extremely inefficient for 

computers with less than that. This is because the current procedure generates all sets at the 

same time and then saves them one by one. If a workstation upgrade does not happen 

before this feature becomes a permanent implementation in the FPHLM model, it needs to 

be modified such that each of the 36 cost output matrices are generated one by one. 
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Chapter 6: 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1. Summary 

This thesis presents the rationale, methodology, and results of several investigations 

regarding the personal residential (PR) and commercial residential low-rise (CR-LR) 

models in the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM). One of the most important 

topics of this thesis is the documentation of the changes from V6.1 to V6.2 for the CR-LR 

model. Other important topics are the test-based, proposed changes in the PR and CR-LR 

that have not been implemented into the most recent release of the models, as well as the 

proof of concept for randomization of component costs in the CR-LR model. 

6.2. Implemented Changes 

Chapter 4 details the changes that were implemented in the CR-LR routines in the update 

from V6.1 to V6.2, with the exception of the change of building stock statistics that 

occurred in V6.2 (Michalski, 2016). The changes documented for V6.2 resulted in more 

realistic results that better predicted the actual portfolio losses that are used to validate the 

CR-LR model. These changes include an update to the soffit model, as well as updates to 

the water intrusion model. 

6.3. Unimplemented Changes 

Chapter 3 briefly discusses the experimental results that prompted investigational, 

temporary changes to the CR-LR and PR models to determine if the results would be 

useful to incorporate in the FPHLM. These include roof loading and shutter loading 

changes in the PR model, which have little effect on the output vulnerability results. 
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Changes to the shutter defect water intrusion model are also investigated, which proves to 

have a noticeable effect on the vulnerability output. 

Chapter 5 then presents a proof of concept implementation of cost randomization in the 

CR-LR model. This scheme proposes the use of locational factors in the state of Florida to 

define triangular distributions for the costs of the various building components modeled in 

the FPHLM. Research was also conducted on the applicability of a Gaussian distribution 

and other sources of locational factors. The results of the change do not have a significant 

impact on the variability of the vulnerability outputs. The reason for this lies in the fact that 

costs are used in damage ratios. Of component cost over building replacement value, and 

the changes in costs tend to cancel each other in the ratio.  

6.4. Recommendations 

Based on the results presented in this thesis, several recommendations are proposed. Due to 

the fact that very little of this thesis deals with the PR model, and what is covered was 

determined to have insignificant impact, these recommendations pertain only to the CR-LR 

model: 

 The reduction factor for shuttered window water intrusion should be revisited and 

considered for official implementation in the FPHLM. However, it may be 

desirable to conduct more experimental testing to quantify what an appropriate 

reduction factor would be for implementation. 

 The new implementation of the soffit model does not include the corner areas of 

the soffit. Considering the apparent sensitivity of the interior vulnerability to the 

changes in the soffit model, it may be reasonable to include the corner areas. This 

could slightly raise the vulnerability results, which would yield portfolio losses 

that are more in line with the actual losses collected for the validation process. 

 While the cost randomization scheme implemented yields little effect on the 

variability of the vulnerability outputs, there is evidence that further research and 
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refinement could yield more noticeable variation. For example, Bell (2013) 

detailed that contractors stated that windows exhibit extreme variability in cost in 

comparison to most other components. Additionally, it is likely that materials costs 

and labor costs will have differing levels of variation across the state and across 

components. Research into separate component cost variations for material and 

labor could yield a more realistic and also more noticeable effect on the variability 

of the vulnerability outputs. 
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Appendix A 

Vulnerability Curve Generation Manual 
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Vulnerability Curve Generation 
Manual 

 

 
*Note that this document is a work in progress and the information is only as useful as it is updated. 

Changes made to the routines, file/folder locations, or file/folder names should be incorporated into 

this manual as soon as such changes are committed.  

**Information that is highlighted indicates details that are currently not yet implemented in the 

SVN, but are recommended for implementation. Upon a decision for or against implementation, this 

file should be updated to reflect such a decision. 

 

 

Last Revision: 04/2016 

 

Created By: Nicholas Miller 

Supervised By: Timothy Johnson 

Approved By: Dr. Jean-Paul Pinelli 
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First Setup 
Before attempting to run any FPHLM programs using this manual, the following 

steps must be performed so that the manual can accurately guide you through each 

program. Note that these steps are for users that are attempting to run the program 

from a computer’s default (factory) settings, so some steps may already be 

completed on your computer. 

1. Ensure that the latest version of Matlab is available on your computer. 

2. Install the latest version of TortoiseSVN. This should be available at 

tortoisesvn.net/downloads.html. 

3. (Optional) Install the latest version of Filezilla. This should be available 

https://filezilla-project.org/download.php. Be sure to opt out of installing 

third party software during the installation. 

 This will allow access to the FPHLM FTP servers, which contain a 

multitude of files that are relevant to the project. Obtain the server 

connection credentials from your FPHLM supervisor. 

 In order to access any of the walkthrough videos in this document, 

you must have access to the FTP in order to download the video, or 

search your C: drive to determine if a copy exists on your computer. 

i. The FTP folder location is: 

ii. The local folder location should be: 

4. Open up a file explorer tab on your computer and click on your C: drive. 

5. Create a new folder in the C: drive and name it “FPHLM_SVN”. 

6. Right click the folder and select “SVN Checkout…”. 

7. Enter the SVN server site as the URL of the repository. 

8. Click “OK” and wait for the checkout to complete. 

 Refer to the SVN introduction PPT and SVN Use Guidelines 

Document for further information regarding proper use of the SVN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tortoisesvn.net/downloads.html
https://filezilla-project.org/download.php
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Commercial Low Rise (CLR) 

Table A.1: CLR References 

Location of 

Unweighted 

Routines: 

C:\FPHLM_SVN\eng\private\Commercial_Residential_LR\Vuln

_Model\Vuln_Programs\Unweighted_Vulnerability_Programs\Tr

unk 

List of 

Unweighted 

Routines: 

 IntExt_calc_CL_V60 

 RAF_SRC_Vectors_mean 

 RAF_SRC_Vectors_mean_HIP 

 vulncr_gui5 

 Vulns_calc_CL080112 

 Vulns_run_CL080112 

Location of 

Weighted 

Routines: 

C:\FPHLM_SVN\eng\private\Commercial_Residential_LR\Vuln

_Model\Vuln_Programs\Weighted_Vulnerability_Programs\Trun

k 

List of 

Weighted 

Routines: 

 Weight_calc_CL080112 

 Weight_CondProbs_CL080112 

 Weight_run_CL080112 

Location of 

Damage 

Matrices: 

C:\FPHLM_SVN\eng\private\Commercial_Residential_LR\Dam

age_Model\Damage_Matrices\6.1\Jan2015 set 

Location of 

Required 

Data Sets: 

C:\FPHLM_SVN\eng\private\Commercial_Residential_LR\Vuln

_Model\Vuln_Programs\Unweighted_Vulnerability_Programs\Tr

unk 

List of 

Required 

Data Sets: 

 CR_CostAnalysis_Percentages v50t2 

 wspd_IR_IR2_only_apr17 

 

User Instructions 
1. Create an output folder. This may be a local folder on the computer or it can 

be an SVN folder branch with an appropriate title based on the investigation 

being performed. 

 If these programs are to be modified in any way, this folder should 

be placed in a new branch folder or local folder with an appropriate 

label and any changes should be saved to newly labeled folder. This 

will prevent unwanted or premature changes to the trunk programs. 

2. Using MatLab, open the Vulns_run_CL080112 routine in the editor. 
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3. Change the “current folder” directory to the created output folder. 

4. Set the path to include the trunk folders for the weighted and unweighted 

programs. 

5. Ensure that the locations of the required data sets are properly referenced 

within the code. 

 DataRainSim = importdata('full path for 

wspd_IR_IR2_only_apr17'); 

 [PCv, index] = xlsread('full path for 

CR_CostAnalysis_Percentages v50t2'); 

 Note that the pink text should be modified to actually reflect the file 

locations of the referenced programs 
6. Modify the RUNdate parameter to reflect the current date. 
7. If desired, specify which iterations to perform by modifying the following 

parameters after variable initialization: 

 Constr_Qlty 

 Tot_No_Stories 

 walltype 

 shutters 

 rooftype 

 roofcover 

 region 

8. Click “run”. 

9. When prompted, select the folder in which the desired damage matrices are 

located. 

10. Wait until all iterations are calculated (this may take several minutes 

depending on the number of iterations specified). A chirping noise will 

sound upon completion. 

11. If the weighted curves are desired, at this time enter the command 

Weight_run_CL080112(RUNdate,Strong_unweight_Bldg, 

Medium_unweight_Bldg, Weak_unweight_Bldg,Strong_unweight_Int, 

Medium_unweight_Int, Weak_unweight_Int) into the command line. 

12. Wait for the “busy” message to disappear from the lower left-hand corner of 

the MatLab window. 

13. Using MatLab, open the vulncr_gui5 routine in the editor and make this the 

active tab or window. 

14. Click “run”. 

15. Click the “Select Folder” button. 

16. Select the output folder that was originally created. 
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17. Modify the options on the right hand side of the GUI to select what data to 

graph and how it should be displayed. 

18. Click “Plot!” to plot the chosen data in the selected manner. 

19. Repeat steps 17 and 18 as desired to add more data to the graph. 

20. When/if a clear graph is desired, click the “Clear” button in the GUI. 

Closing the GUI and running it again will require the user to once again 

choose the output folder. 

 Note that a clear graph is not required in order to input data from a 

separate folder location. The folder location can be changed at any 

time without changing any currently plotted data. 

21. When/if an image of the graph is desired to be saved, click the “Save!” 

button to save a jpeg image of the current graph. 

 A location for the saved file will be selected after pressing this 

button, or the user may decide not to save by clicking the close 

command for the windows explorer popup window. 

 This function saves the entire GUI interface, including buttons. If a 

specific portion of the GUI interface is desired, the computer’s 

Snipping tool is likely the best option available. This can be 

accessed by searching for “Snip” on the start menu. 

Walkthrough Video 
A walkthrough screen recording with audio and text instructions can be found at:  

 

ownCloud\FPHLM Engineering Team\FPHLM - WIND\Vulnerabilit matrices and 

curves\Vuln LR-CR 

 

Coding Notes 
This section will list by bullet point any relevant notes about the coding of the 

listed routines. This may include tips, explanations, recommendations, known 

flaws, etc. 

 

Troubleshooting 
At any time that an issue is experienced running the program, a note of the problem 

should be made here of the problem and the solution(s) discovered in order to fix 

the problem. Add additional rows for each problem experienced to keep the section 

clean and straightforward. 
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Table A.2: CLR Troubleshooting 

Problem Experienced Possible Solutions 

GUI plotting zeros across 

the x-axis 

1. Check to ensure that the GUI locat variable 

is being properly defined in the GUI code. 

The username of the user must be manually 

changed if the location of the last used 

output folder was on a desktop or a user-

specific location. 

 

 

Personal Residential (PR) 
Unweighted Option 1  

(Using the Run_V1V2_Vulnerability_011609 Function) 

Table A.3: PR Option 1 Reference Table 

Location of 

Model Routines: 

C:\FPHLM_SVN\eng\private\Personal_Residential\Vulnerab

ility_Component\Vulnerability_Programs\V2_V3_Programs 

List of Routines:  Run_V1V2_Vulnerability_011609 

 Vulnerability_Prog_PSB052012 

Location of 

Damage 

Matrices: 

C:\FPHLM_SVN\eng\private\Personal_Residential\Damage

_Component\Damage_Matrices 

Location of 

Required Data 

Sets: 

N/A 

List of Required 

Data Sets: 

N/A 

 

User Instructions 
1. Create an output folder. This may be a local folder on the computer or it can 

be an SVN folder branch with an appropriate title based on the investigation 

being performed. 

 If these programs are to be modified in any way, this folder should 

be placed in a new branch folder or local folder with an appropriate 

label and any changes should be saved to newly labeled folder. This 

will prevent unwanted or premature changes to the trunk programs. 
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2. Using MatLab, open the Run_V1V2_Vulnerability_011609 routine in the 

editor. 

3. Change the “current folder” directory to the created output folder. 

4. Set the path to include the trunk folders for the model routines. 

5. Modify the RUNdate parameter to reflect the current date. 

 If multiple runs will be performed on this date, ensure to also add an 

indicator for which run number that is being performed; ie, the 

second run using this routine on 8/9/15 would have a RUNdate of 

0809151 

6. Modify the region, strength, windows, and roof parameters such that the 

simulations will be performed for the intended parameters. 

7. Find the desired vulnerability function within the code and click on that line 

of code. 

 The function will look like this: 

Vunlerability_Prog_011307(RUNdate,walltype,rooftype,region,MC

FILEdate,strength); %comment 

 Most commented function lines will have a walltype assigned within 

that line of code 

 All commented function lines will have a MCFILEdate already 

assigned within the code 

8. Uncomment this function by pressing the ctrl + T keys on the keyboard to 

uncomment that line of code. 

9. Ensure that all other Vunlerability_Prog_011307 lines of code are 

commented out, effectively turning them off. 

 Click on the line and press the ctrl + R keys on the keyboard to 

comment out a line of code. This is essentially the opposite of step 8. 

10. Click Run in the editor window. 

11. Wait for the program to finish running through all angles and wind speeds 

(a chirp will sound upon completion). 

12. Repeat steps 5-11 as necessary for each of the desired vulnerability function 

cases. 

Coding Notes 
This section will list by bullet point any relevant notes about the coding of the 

listed routines. This may include tips, explanations, recommendations, known 

flaws, etc. 
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Troubleshoot 
At any time that an issue is experienced running the program, a note of the problem 

should be made here of the problem and the solution(s) discovered in order to fix 

the problem. Add additional rows for each problem experienced to keep the section 

clean and straightforward. 

 

Table A.4: PR Option 1 Troubleshooting 

Problem Experienced Possible Solutions 

  

 

 

Unweighted Option 2  

(Using the Run_Vulnerability_PSB052012 Function) 

Table A.5: PR Option 2 Reference Table 

Location of 

Model Routines: 

C:\FPHLM_SVN\eng\private\Personal_Residential\Vulnerab

ility_Component\Vulnerability_Programs\V2_V3_Programs 

List of Routines:  Run_V1V2_Vulnerability_011609 

 Vulnerability_Prog_PSB052012 

Location of 

Damage 

Matrices: 

C:\FPHLM_SVN\eng\private\Personal_Residential\Damage

_Component\Damage_Matrices 

Location of 

Required Data 

Sets: 

N/A 

List of Required 

Data Sets: 

N/A 

 

User Instructions 
1. Create an output folder. This may be a local folder on the computer or it can 

be an SVN folder branch with an appropriate title based on the investigation 

being performed. 

 If these programs are to be modified in any way, this folder should 

be placed in a new branch folder or local folder with an appropriate 
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label and any changes should be saved to newly labeled folder. This 

will prevent unwanted or premature changes to the trunk programs. 

2. Using MatLab, open the Run_Vulnerability_PSB052012 routine in the 

editor. 

3. Change the “current folder” directory to the created output folder. 

4. Set the path to include the trunk folders for the model routines. 

5. Modify the RUNdate parameter to reflect the current date. 

 If multiple runs will be performed on this date, ensure to also add an 

indicator for which run number that is being performed; ie, the 

second run using this routine on 8/9/15 would have a RUNdate of 

0809151 

 Note that the RUNdate parameter is used in the file naming portion 

of the code such that the program will only be able to create one 

output for each building strength. In other words, the RUNdate must 

be changed so that outputs of the same building strength do not 

overwrite one another and cause a loss of data and/or 

misinterpretation of results. 

6. Modify the special, walltype, rooftype, region, and strength parameters such 

that the simulations will be performed for the intended parameters. 

7. Edit the MCFILEdate values to reflect the desired damage matrices to be 

used. 

 Refer to the April 29 2012 results key word file, which can be found 

on the FTP server and details the MCFILEdate values for each case 

modeled. 

8. Click Run in the editor window. 

9. Wait for the program to finish running through all angles and wind speeds 

(a chirp will sound upon completion). 

10. Repeat steps 5-9 as necessary for each of the desired vulnerability function 

cases. 

Walkthrough Video 
A walkthrough screen recording with audio and text instructions can be found at: 

 

Coding Notes 
This section will list by bullet point any relevant notes about the coding of the 

listed routines. This may include tips, explanations, recommendations, known 

flaws, etc. 
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Troubleshoot 
At any time that an issue is experienced running the program, a note of the problem 

should be made here of the problem and the solution(s) discovered in order to fix 

the problem. Add additional rows for each problem experienced to keep the section 

clean and straightforward. 

 

Table A.6: PR Option 2 Troubleshooting 

Problem Experienced Possible Solutions 

  

 

 

Weighted Program 

Table A.7: PR Weighted Reference Table 

Location of 

Model Routines: 

C:\FPHLM_SVN\eng\private\Personal_Residential\Vulnerabi

lity_Component\Vulnerability_Programs\Weighted_Vulnerab

ility_Programs\Trunk 

List of Routines:  Weight_calc_PSB053112 

 Weighted_GUI_053112 

 Weight_modified_models_PSB053112 

Location of 

Damage 

Matrices: 

N/A (the program uses the unweighted vulnerability outputs 

that are generated from the unweighted programs instead) 

Location of 

Required Data 

Sets: 

N/A 

List of Required 

Data Sets: 

N/A 

 

User Instructions 
1. Create a weighted output folder.  

 This may be a local folder on the computer or it can be an SVN 

folder branch with an appropriate title based on the investigation 

being performed. 

 If the folder is to be on the SVN, the unweighted outputs that were 

originally saved prior to running the weighted programs should be 
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grouped together into an unweighted folder and the output folder of 

the weighted programs should be labeled as a weighted output folder 

in the same directory as the unweighted output folder 

 If these programs are to be modified in any way, this folder should 

be placed in a new branch folder or local folder with an appropriate 

label and any changes should be saved to newly labeled folder. This 

will prevent unwanted or premature changes to the trunk programs. 

2. Using MatLab, open the Weight_calc_PSB053112 routine or the 

Weight_modified_models_PSB053112 routine in the editor. 

 Note that the modified routine is operated in exactly the same way 

as the regular calculation routine. However, the outputs are different 

because the modified version normalizes results without metal roof 

models. If metal roof models are to be considered in the weighting 

of the vulnerabilities, use the Weight_calc_PSB053112 routine. 

3. Change the “current folder” directory to the created output folder. 

4. Set the path to include the trunk folder for the model routines. 

5. Set the path to include the branch folders containing the unweighted results. 

6. Click Run in the editor window. 

Coding Notes 
This section will list by bullet point any relevant notes about the coding of the 

listed routines. This may include tips, explanations, recommendations, known 

flaws, etc. 

 

Troubleshoot 
At any time that an issue is experienced running the program, a note of the problem 

should be made here of the problem and the solution(s) discovered in order to fix 

the problem. Add additional rows for each problem experienced to keep the section 

clean and straightforward. 

 

Table A.8: PR Weighted Troubleshooting 

Problem Experienced Possible Solutions 
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Appendix B 

SVN Documentation 
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Engineering Team SVN Use Plan 

Last Revision Date: February 26, 2016 

Author: Nicholas Miller 

Revision #: 3 

 

The following instructions must be followed for all models developed by the 

engineering team.  According to Computer Standard C-6, all developments for the 

models should reside on the SVN. This document details the proper use of the SVN 

for this purpose. 
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SVN Installation and Setup Instructions 

1) Download installer from http://tortoisesvn.net/downloads.html 

2) Choose either 32-bit or 64-bit OS version. 

3) Double-click the installer to run it. 

4) Follow the instructions of the Setup Wizard 

5) Always “Next”, then “Install.” 

6) Reboot. 

7) Open Windows Explorer, go to the C: drive, and create a folder, e.g., 

fphlm_svn (the working copy). 

 

Figure B.1: SVN Location 

8) Right click on it and select “Checkout.” 

9) Repository URL: svn://king.cs.fiu.edu/fphlm/<team>/ 
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 where <team> is one of {cs, eng, act, stat, met} 

 If desired, click “Choose items…” to select which folders of the SVN are 

desired for fully recursive, head revision checkout 

10) Enter your username and password.  

 This must be obtained from the computer team 

11) Check the “Save Authentication” checkbox. 

12) Click “OK.” 

Proper SVN Use Instructions (Option #1) 
The proper use instructions for the SVN are given below. Note that 1-3 are only 

required to transition into proper SVN usage compliance. The remaining 

instructions are to be followed thereafter. This set of instructions is pertinent for 

use of the SVN through the Windows Explorer file browser. This option has the 

advantage of being integrated directly into the normal file management system of 

one’s workstation, which makes access and navigation of the SVN much easier. 

However, it is easy to forget to commit changes to the SVN regularly, so care must 

be taken to do so. 

1) Ensure that the SVN directory is directly available on the main drive of the 

computer. For example, if the C: drive is the main drive of the computer, 

the location of the SVN directory should look something like this: 
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“C:\FPHLM_svn”, where FPHLM_svn is the folder name that the SVN 

directory was “checked out” to. 

 Note than no portion of any directory should contain a space. Use 

underscores to denote spaces in filenames and folder names in order 

to allow for the easiest coding. 

 

Figure B.2: Use of Underscores 

 

2) Ensure that the most updated versions of all models are on the SVN in the 

private directory in the trunk folders. 

 This should include all code, as well as any files that those programs 

utilize as input to create any outputs 

3) Ensure that all code is able to run directly from the SVN directory. 
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 Existing code that was designed to run from the desktop or a user-

specific directory (most code preceding V6.2) will likely require 

modification, especially in cases where user-specific directories 

were directly coded into the programs. 

 Note that changes to tagged files regarding file locations should 

almost never be committed to the SVN. These tags are snapshots of 

the model at a certain time and the decision to move toward working 

from the SVN was not made until the time of V6.2.  

 Note that a user-specific file location is any location on the drive of 

the computer that only one user is supposed to be able to access by 

default. This includes directories and subdirectories of locations like 

the desktop or “My Documents”. 
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Figure B.3: User Specific Locations  

4) Any time that it is desired to make modifications to the programs, a branch 

folder should be created in the private directory containing copies of all of 

the trunk files. 
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Figure B.4: Branch Example 

 The name of the folder should make it clear what type of work is 

being performed. 

 Do not copy things that will be unmodified into a branch folder. 

Doing so will waste storage space and will also require additional 

modification of code that is calling those functions. However, be 

aware that some codes may require modification simply due to 

changes of location for certain programs or data. Such modification 

needs to be documented, so these files should be present in the 

branch folder. 

 Do not modify files in the trunk folder for purposes of using the 

branch. If modification is necessary, copy the file to a branch first. 

Then perform any required modifications. 
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5) Be sure to “commit” changes to the SVN regularly and to provide detailed 

comments for those changes using the commit button in the windows 

explorer window. Changes, additions, etc. will not be available to other 

team members, nor recorded by the SVN until it is instructed to do so. 

 

Figure B.5: Committing Changes 

 It should be noted that this is because the SVN has two components. 

The local component is what is used by the user’s computer and is 

only available to the user. The server component is what is available 

to all users with access to the SVN, and is not stored locally on the 

computer at all. Users must instruct their computers to “update” 
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their SVN directories in order to see changes that other users have 

“committed” to the server. This is why using local copies of 

programs and files saved to user-specific locations defeats the 

purpose of the SVN. 

6) When modification within a branch has been determined to be complete and 

the desired work has been completed, any changes to the code or files that 

are desired to be kept for the official FPHLM submissions and releases can 

be merged from the branches to the trunk folders, replacing the older 

versions. This feature is accessed by right clicking the branch folder. 

 Think of this as copying a new version of a document into a location 

where an older one exists. The computer will replace the old file 

with the newer one; it will not merge changes to the file. 

7) At the time of submissions, the trunk folders should be copied over to the 

corresponding locations in the common directory and the folder names 

should be tagged according to the submission number. 

 To do this, copy the files in the trunk folder and paste them in the 

tag folders (which must be created). Make sure to right click and 

click paste in the list of “TortoiseSVN” subset of options, as this 

will reference the file to the new location. 

 Essentially, these tags are snapshots of the FPHLM models at the 

time of submission. 
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 Tagged documents should never be modified after the submission. 

Doing so will create confusion in the future as to what was 

submitted. If modification is desired for some reason, create a 

branch folder in the private directory. 

 Just as in the private directory, the public directory should contain 

all programs and files required to run each model at the time of 

submission. This will allow for ease of use and comparison in the 

future if it is desired to compare results of the programs at the time 

of each submission with each other or with results being produced at 

the time of the comparison. 

 Ensure to “commit” the changes to the public directory when tags 

are posted. 

Proper SVN Use Instructions (Option #2) 
A second set of use instructions for the SVN are given below. This set of 

instructions is pertinent for use of the SVN through an Internet Explorer or 

Microsoft Edge web browser. Default options for other browsers such as Firefox or 

Chrome do not allow for use of this option, so Internet Explorer and Microsoft edge 

should be used to avoid issues. This option has the advantage that changes to the 

SVN are effectively committed automatically without additional user input. 

However, the interface must be accessed through a web browser, which adds to the 
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time required to access and navigate the SVN. Additionally, some features of the 

SVN, such as branching and tagging, are not directly accessible and must be 

performed.  

1) Open Internet Explorer 

2) In the address bar, type svn://king.cs.fiu.edu/fphlm/ 

3) Click “Allow” 

 

Figure B.6: Allowing Access 

4) If a security warning pops up, click “Allow” 

5) Navigation within the browser will be the same as using Windows Explorer 
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Figure B.7: Browser View 

6) Right click within the directory to access the SVN options 

7) Files and folders can be added to the SVN using the respective options after 

right clicking 

8) Selecting to add a file will open a Windows Explorer popup, which will allow 

selection of the desired file to be uploaded 

9) Changes to the SVN do not need to be committed through this option; instead, 

changes will appear directly in the SVN server 

10) The user will automatically be prompted to add a log message when changes 

are attempted 
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Figure B.8: Logging of Changes 

11) Based on these procedures, the same practices as detailed with Option 1 (for 

example, frequency of committing changes to the SVN) should be adopted for 

optimal SVN use. 
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